CONCRETE DRIVEWAY DETAIL
(RIBBON CURB OR RURAL SECTION)

NOTES:
1. NEW DRIVEWAY MUST ACCEPT STORM WATER RUNOFF FROM ROADWAY PAVEMENT, GRADING AWAY FROM PAVEMENT AT MINIMUM -2%, MAXIMUM -12%.
2. GRADE BACK DISTANCES MUST BE AT A MINIMUM OF 12' OR % OF BAR DITCH IF GREATER THAN 12' OR TO THE DISTANCE REQUIRED IN THE PERMIT. (SHORTER OR LONGER)
3. GRADE OF DRIVEWAY PAST THE 12' POINT MAY CHANGE MULTIPLE TIMES AND BE POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE TO THE BACK SIDE OF THE APRON, BUT CAN BE NO GREATER THAN 2% IN THE AREA WHERE THE SIDEWALK IS TO CROSS.
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CONSTRUCTION JOINT W/#4 DOWELS @ 18" O.C.
CONSTRUCTION JOINT W/#4 DOWELS @ 18" O.C., REQUIRED FOR WIDTHS (W) OVER 30'.

WIDTH VARIES.
(12' MINIMUM)
(45' MAXIMUM)

MINIMUM 10' RADIUS.

USAGE AND SPEED LIMIT INCREASE RADIUS SIZE REQUIRED. (TYPICAL)

NO RAISED CURB ALONG EDGE OF CONCRETE DRIVEWAY APRON.

AS PER CODE.

TYPICAL SIDEWALK LOCATION.

CULVERT(S) WITH SAFETY END TREATMENT.
(TYPICAL)
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